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Sports Activities
Apart from indulging in academics the students are 
provided diversified physical programmes at school 
to enrich their mental and physical wellbeing. 
Inclusion of games in school curriculum boosts their 
internal immunity and leads to their growth and 
development. At our school, students are given 
exposure to varied facilities like Badminton, Table 
tennis and Cricket
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The ultimate propaganda, on which the foundation of the 21st century future 

withholds, is developing an ecosystem where knowledge is backed by 

technology. Our Tech savvy nurturing is prominent in domains where students are 

aligned with logistical know how about coding, scientific understanding of artificial 

intelligence and engineering design. By engaging young children in coding and 

robotics activities before these stereotypes begin to take root, we can help them 

build positive associations with technology and engineering and a self-image as a 

creator with technology. Incorporating technology in school such as robotics can 

enhance learning as young children are motivated and engaged in problem 

solving. It also facilitates group and collaborative work. Our school aims at 

providing high quality and exceptional programmes with respect to the same.

Robotics & Technology In Education



Lotus Veda International School promotes usage of theatre studies beyond 
the four walls. We believe that the core essence of culture is reflected 
through creating one’s identity. Students not only explore behavioural 
studies of varied characters but also use their divergent skill-set in learning 
the power of language and phonetics. The plethora of creativity and 
curiosity in the children is steamed adequately towards their overall 
development by provoking their acting skills. From creating plot of the story 
to dialogue writing, every stone is unturned by the students themselves 
under the direction of professional training. The journey of from being a 
receiver of information towards its execution is undertaken by the children 
themselves. We are responsible trustees for enriching the environment of 
learning with intrinsic and extrinsic development of a child through theatre 
activities prevalent in our school premises. Using their multisensory 
observational knowledge we care to build their coherent and undying 
inquisitiveness to learn about the world. The world of spatial, kinetics, 
auditory and linguistic cognizance opens for the students through the 
learning inclusive of theatrics playground. Drama and performing arts not 
only engage creative side of brain but also balance out their cognitive, 
emotional and interpersonal intelligence

Theatre in Education








